Keynote Speakers
Dr. Yoram Solomon
Your Most Important Superpower
Trust is the foundation of every
relationship you have, and your
trustworthiness is critical to your
professional success or failure. It is therefore the most
important superpower you can have, more than the next
four, combined. But trust is neither static nor universal.
Dr. Solomon shares his findings from The Book of Trust
and tells you two things you did not know about trust,
which would help you be even more trusted.
Friday night keynote

Brandy Schade
Use CliftonStrengths to Soar

Keynote Speaker
T K O’Geary
You Have The (Super) Power Within
One of the more rare achievements
in Toastmasters is the Distinguished
Toastmaster achievement. In this talk,
you’ll learn more about the Distinguished
Toastmaster achievement, why it is important, and who
in District 25 achieved the Distinguished Toastmaster
this past year. T K O’Geary is currently serving on the
Toastmasters International Board of Directors since being
elected at the August 2019 International Convention
and has been a Toastmaster since 1987. Her passion is
helping people give a voice to their talents, which is why
she is also a Board member of New Mexico MESA,
an organization that provides supplemental STEM and
leadership education to over 4,000 middle and high school
students, annually.
Saturday night keynote

The audience will gain an
understanding of the philosophy behind
CliftonStrengths, what makes this
approach valuable, and why companies are using a
strengths-based approach to have a positive impact on
engagement, productivity, and results.
Saturday morning keynote

Register today at

d25toastmasters.org/conference/registration

Warren Honeycutt

Conference Pass — $250 for up to
10 members in a single club

The Focused Mind
In Warren’s presentation of The
Focused Mind, he helps the audience to
understand the power of the conscious
and subconscious mind and how it dictates our
outcomes. Then, he uses stories to illustrate how today
is just a reflection of yesterday’s thought. True to his
own motto “Purpose brings passion…Passion creates
magic…Magic births miracles,” he shows us how to
create the magic for ourselves through our ability to
Dream, Desire, Decide, and Design—all while having
Faith, Fortitude, and Friends.
Saturday lunch keynote

District 25
2021 Conference

• $152 Full registration - early bird thru Apr 3
* $155 Full registration - Apr 1 - Apr 24
• $165 Late registration - Apr 25 - May
•
•
•
•

Fees for both in-person and virtual pass
$75 Two-day pass - early thru Apr 3
$85 Two-day pass - from Apr 1 - May 8
$50 One-day pass - early thru Apr 3
$60 One-day pass - from Apr 1 - May 8

• see website for a la carte prices for meals
• Special Room Rate: $91 (book by May 1)

May 14-15, 2021

Marriott Dallas/Fort Worth
Westlake, Texas

How to become a Shapeshifter in an
Uncertain World — Valerie Bartley
“Change is inevitable. Growth is optional.”
– John C. Maxwell
This program will help Toastmasters and
other attendees to recognize the power of
adaptability. They will learn how being
open and flexible in business, school or
home situations can be an advantage. Not only will
they experience professional growth, but they will
experience personal growth. Learning to effectively
communicate and adapt to a changing environment will
result in stronger and long-lasting relationships. It will
also result in a successful workplace and business.

Super Power Memory to the Rescue!

Cassie Bullock

5 Steps to remember speeches, names and
dates. Want to remember your speech with
confidence? Remember names? Dates?
You can! Join Toastmaster Cassie Bullock
for an interactive and inspiring presentation
guiding you through the proven 5-step
Black Belt Memory system. You will leave with the
tools to remember at least 10X more than when you
arrive. Build your self-confidence and add a new
superpower to your tool belt!

Accidental Leadership — Robi Ley
Most superheroes didn’t choose their
fate. They gained their power through
accident or mishap. It was the choices
they made afterwards that made them
heroes. Leadership can be the same. It
doesn’t matter how you came to be in
that leadership role, it matters what you
do with it. This session will help you take your role
from accidental to intentional and become your own
superhero.

Networking Made Easy—Gisele Marcus
Networking does not have to be hard
work! Learn how to build and maintain
relationships effortlessly. How is
networking defined? How can I expand
my network? How can I maintain my
network ? ... All of this in easy to implement practical
steps to get you started today.

Inventiveness and Creativity —
Superpowers Important to our
Speeches — Emily Murray

Step onto the Stage – Using Drama
Techniques to Enhance Your
Speeches — Sara Meg Seese

Do you find yourself falling into the trap of
being repetitious in your speeches? Have
you just stopped speaking to avoid being
repetitious? Let’s discover some innovative
and inventive superpowers to remedy this
situation. In this workshop, we are going to
stretch our super-skills in several directions
with some hands-on practice. Bring a buddy or two and
see how you too can spice up your speaking skills.

In this interactive session, members will
engage in exercises used by professional
actors that hone their public speaking and
presentation skills. Want to spice up your
speeches? Learn to taste your words. Feel
like your arms hang off your shoulders
or flail wildly? Getting your gestures into
shape leaves your whole speech trim and fit. Lastly,
let the pacing tiger out of its cage and find your true
comfort zones.

Saddle Up Your Dreams — Your
SuperPower at Work — T K O’Geary
Whether you have an idea, a project, an
objective, a dream, or a plan, there is a key
ingredient necessary for success. In this
talk, you’ll learn about this key ingredient,
a key ingredient that we can all possess
and make one of our superpowers. You’ll
learn about what this key ingredient looks like, when to
use this key ingredient, how to develop it further.

Soar with CliftonStrengths —
Brandy Schade
Learn how to coach individuals based on
their CliftonStrengths. We will review a
participant’s profile, break down his/her
strengths into Leadership Domains, and
show where his or her strengths excel
within a work cycle. We will discuss
various careers that this particular person
might enjoy and how to coach him or her in a way that
engages his or her mind.

How the ‘V3 Strategy’ Can Help You
Stop Overthinking and Start Doing —

Dawn Shannon

Have you ever wanted to accomplish
something so badly but year after year you
are still spinning your wheels and seeing
little results?
You know what you want but just can’t
seem to find the right strategy to make it
happen. Friend, you may be caught in the ‘Overthinkers
Vortex’ – too much thinking and not enough doing. If
you are ready to Stop Overthinking and Start Doing,
you are in the right place!

The 10 Habits of the Most Trusted
People — Yoram Solomon, PhD
In The Book of Trust and his workshops
and online courses, Dr. Solomon takes
his followers through a 7-step process of
developing new habits that make them
more trusted. Over the years, he found
that 10 of those habits have the biggest
effect on trustworthiness, and that the most trusted
people use all 10 of them. In this workshop, he explains
those and provides a self-assessment worksheet to
discover the strength of those habits in you.

